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Editorial comments
Welcome to the Autumn 2015 edition of Times Past, the Newsletter of Marlow
Archaeology Society.
We welcome a new member Sarah Gibbons to our ranks.
My sincere thanks to those members who have kindly taken the time to contribute
to this edition; without their contributions it would be either blank pages or filled
with such as recipes for the latest food fads or how to rid the lawn of moss.!!!!
I also thank our sponsors, Harriingtons Hairdressing, Galliven Homes and Bourne
End Motors, for their continuing support.
Anne Spencer
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Marlow Archaeology Society Talks Programme….
For your Diary
Members £3 - Visitors £4 Students £1.50

Adjacent free parking

8pm Liston Hall Garden Room

Thursday 15 October 2015

-

by Janet Smith

The Search for Great Marlow manor House – latest discoveries.
Thursday 26th November 2015

- A social evening with light refreshments

Members’ presentations on local archaeology & history
2016 talks are not yet finalised. As soon as ready they will be published on
www.marlowarchaeology.org
All Welcome – All enquires 01628 523896

These Marlow Society events may be of interest:
Mon.
Oct 20

7.30pm

Garden Room,
Liston Hall

Mon
Nov 16
Tues
Nov 24

7.30pm

Garden Room,
Liston Hall
Main Hall,
Liston Hall

7.30pm

Traditional Farm
Barbara Wallis
Buildings in the
Chilterns
Current Research WW1 Andy Ford
Treasures of the
County Museum

Will Phillips

Maidenhead Archaeological & Historical Society
Readers might be interested in the following events from October - December 2015
The MAHS monthly meetings are at the York Centre, 42 York Road, Maidenhead SL6 1SH at 8pm

October 28

Wed

Talk by Mike Whitehouse “”The Dam Busters”

November 25

Wed

Talk by Tony King “Vanished London”

Presentation by Derek Salter & Pauline Fowler “A cornucopia of Celtic
curiosities”
Contact - Brian Madge, 11 Boulters Court, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 8TH Telephone 01628 630924
December 9

Wed
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“Winchester – a city in the making” and excavations at Greyfriars Friary Oxford.
On Thursday 10 September there was an excellent talk by Ben Ford, which covered some 2,600 years
of history within the heart of Winchester. The Northgate and the Library sites were adjoining in the
core of this lovely city. The redevelopment offered a rare opportunity to excavate significant multiperiod sites adjoining sites. The excavations were carried out by Oxford Archaeology between 2002
and 2007. It is published as “Winchester – a city in the making” by Ben Ford and Steven Teague.
At the end his lecture Ben Ford invited us to an Open Day on Sunday 13 September 2015, to view the
ongoing excavations of the Greyfriars Friary behind the Westgate Shopping Centre
An aerial view of the excavations of the Greyfriars Friary Oxford conducted by Oxford Archaeology
htpp://www.westgateoxford.co.uk/archaeology

These developer funded excavations by Oxford
Archaeology, directed by Ben Ford, reveal the phases of
construction from the present day through to the 16th
century Dissolution of the Monasteries when the friary
was demolished and then back through to the original
construction of the Friary in the 1240’s. Much of the
stone work from the friary was recycled after the
dissolution thus leaving the ‘ghosts of the buildings in
the ground’; never the less, the functions of many of the
buildings can be interpreted – such as the kitchen with
its hearths and bread oven. The entire floor is covered
with deposits rich in ash and charcoal from the fires; it
will contain evidence such as animal bones and plant
remains which will help archaeologists to understand the
diet of the time. The Greyfriars, masters at channelling
and utilising existing water resources, diverted water
from the Trill Mill Stream through still existing stone
walled channels to provide clean water for drinking,
cooking and washing. The project is expected to end in
December 2015.

..

The open day provided not only a guided tour of the site
but the opportunity to handle some interesting medieval
pottery, view finds , site plans etc. Eventually the final
analysis will provide a picture of what happened on this
site over time.
Ray Spencer.
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EXPLORING HIGGINSON PARK - a Report by Peter Borrows

Photo by Colin Berks

A resistivity survey in Higginson Park, Marlow, by MAS in June 2010, revealed the remains of
a structure or structures adjacent to The Causeway leading to Marlow Bridge. The results
suggested that these remains continued under The Causeway, constructed in the early
1840s. It is known that there were cottages or similar to the rear of the so-called Conventual
Barn that stood where Tierney Court was built. So the structures must predate the Causeway
and date from the 18th century at the latest.
With the approval of Wycombe District Council, it
was decided to celebrate the Festival of British
Archaeology, July 2015, by excavating a test pit
on the edge of where the buried structure
appeared to be. At first all we found was
relatively recently discarded rubbish, but towards
the end of the afternoon, the corner of what
appeared to be a rammed chalk foundation was
exposed. This was itself interesting, but
Photograph by Peter Borrows

surprisingly its orientation suggested a structure
that
extended
to
the
North
West,
away from The Causeway. This will be followed
up with further excavation, subject to the
approval by the District Council of a formal
Written Statement of Investigation.

◄ Supplied by Colin Berks
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Why Higginson Park?
From the pen of Ann Griffin
◄ General Sir George Wentworth Alexander Higginson

While MAS was excavating at Higginson Park questions were
being asked concerning the history of the property and the name
of the park. Smart phones soon provided the news that the park is
named after General Sir George Wentworth Alexander Higginson
GCB, GCVO, a friend of Queen Mary, who frequently visited him
at his house, Gyldernscroft, Henley Road, Marlow. Sir George,
born in Marlow in June 1826, distinguished himself in the Crimea
War, spent time in America during their Civil War and became Governor of the Tower of
London in 1888. He was knighted in 1903 and his hundredth birthday was celebrated with
great splendour in Marlow.
To mark that birthday the inhabitants of Marlow organised a public collection, to which
Higginson contributed generously and bought Court Garden House and grounds. This was
given to Marlow Urban District Council (later Wycombe District Council) as trustees to
preserve the estate for the pleasure of the local people. The Georgian house was built by Dr
Battie, who treated mental patients. This retained its original name Court Garden House but
its grounds were named as Higginson Park where its café, children’s playground and riverside
walk is enjoyed by throngs of families and dog walkers. The small excavation started by MAS
in the foundation of cottages in Court Garden House estate may reveal more of its early life.
General Sir George Higginson died in 1927.

Harringtons hairdressing 13 High Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire SL7 1AU

For an appointment phone 01628 478485
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Festival of British Archaeology
(The Salisbury Museum)
18 - 19 July, 2015
By Doug Courtney: with a couple of his photographs.
The advertising leaflet for the above event, featured a large picture of one of my favorite presenters,
Alice Roberts. I made up my mind to attend, and was enthusiastically supported by Ingrid and Karen.
It was a two-day event with 6 talks scheduled. We all agreed to attend five of the talks, and rather
than travel down each day, we found accommodation locally.
The talks were staged in a marquee on the Cathedral lawn, with an audience capacity of 200. The
first talk was by Jaqueline McKinley, Senior Osteoarchaeologist at Wessex Archaeology; a contributor
to such TV shows as Time Team, and Digging for Britain. Jacquie talked about what you can find out
about a person from the state of their skeleton: What they ate, their health, how long they lived, and
sometimes how they died. This was of particular interest to Karen as it matched with her MSc in
Osteoarchaeology, and after the talk they had a long conversation, and Karen was given the OK to
contact her for more related information for future study.
With a 30 minute interval, we visited the Museum, where, in
the grounds were numerous stands featuring such things as
Medieval weaponry, Phil Harding demonstrating flintknapping, Archery, ancient musical instruments, stonemasonry, a herbalist, dyeing and weaving, and a pig-roast.
Other stands featured, Pitt-Rivers Museum, Somerset & Avon
Archaeology, Wessex Archaeology, Andante Archaeological
Tours, English Heritage, and various child-friendly activities.
The Museum was also open, with another programme of
talks taking place. Sadly they clashed with the other talks,
and so we missed out on those. It is a pity that there was not
some co-ordination, to enable more opportunity to enjoy
Phil Harding demonstrating flint knapping
both sets of talks. We had opted to miss Dr Turi King’s talk
about The Grey Friars Project - The identification of the remains of Richard III. We all felt that it had
been given adequate coverage on TV recently.
Next up was ‘An Object that changed my Life’. The advertised speakers were Raksha Dave and Julian
Richards, however Raksha was replaced by Turi King, whose object was a micro-slide of the DNA of
Richard III. Julian Richards’ item was an engraved spoon. Both speakers explained the significance of
these items. The chairman was Mike Pitts (editor British Archaeology Magazine). At the end of all the
talks, members of the audience could ask questions, and these were lively and interesting sessions
with the speakers answering questions on a wide, and not necessarily connected range of subjects. A
frequent question was 'what should fill the gap after the demise of Time Team? →
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Afterwards Julian was monopolised by one of the Museum staff, and we could not get to talk to him,
and Turi King had her gaggle of admirers.
The last event of the day was a second ‘An Object that Changed my Life’ presentation, with three
speakers: Alex Langlands (Edwardian, Victorian Farm and others), Cassie Newland (Time Team,
Coast), and Phil Harding.
Alex’s item was a (probably) Victorian scythe, representing the evolution of farming. He talked of
how he came to get involved in rural archaeology. He was very happy to chat with us after the
session.
Cassie's object was a radio transmitter pylon that used to stand near her childhood home (a bit big to
bring along with her). She explained that the lights at the top of it comforted her during the night
when she was small, and how she wondered at its purpose. Subsequently she explored the history of
radar and telecommunications.
Phil's item (which he didn't bring with him) was the form on which he applied for his first job in
archaeology. We were treated to a potted career history of this well-loved and sadly soon due to
retire celebrity. As a point of interest, Phil asked for a show of hands to find out how many of the
audience were actually involved in some way with archaeology, and how many were 'armchair
archaeologists' - the result: about 50:50.
Next day, with the first talk scheduled for 1.30pm, we took time to explore the Museum, and spend
more time visiting the exhibits in the grounds. A service in the Cathedral, prevented exploration
there. After a picnic on the Cathedral lawn we headed for the marquee to hear Alex Langlands talk
about 'Farming the Past'. He regaled us with humorous tales of the making of the farm series, as well
as the challenges and triumphs of re-creating the period series.
The final event was 'Alice Roberts in Conversation' with
John Farren, the Creative Director of 360Production, which
makes such programmes as Digging for Britain, and who
has been involved with Timewatch, and other landmark
series. Turning up in good time, we were dismayed that the
marquee was nearly full, and we had to sit towards the back
with a poor view of the 'stage' area. There was no main
theme to the conversation - which covered various episodes
in her career, but nevertheless was an interesting hour.
Once again, Alice was happy to talk and pose with audience
members for photos after the talk.
(Poor quality picture of Karen talking to Alice)

We finished the day with a visit to the Cathedral, before heading home.

Are you a member of MAS?
If not do consider joining the happy group of diggers.

Why not use our website to download a membership form, look up our talks etc
www.marlowarchoelogy.org
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The reason for 9th C defences in Cookham?
A Saxon Limerick
A light hearted contribution from Colin Berks

In Denmark lived all t'Vikin's,
Fellers 'oo looked for trouble.
They thought nowt of a day trip to England
An' knockin' things to rubble.
It were a regular thing in them days
To nip over an' plunder an' pillage,
An' pinch all t'good lookin' lasses!
An' leave nowt for lads of the village.
English lads got fed up with this
An' some of 'em started to balk.
It weren't so much fun dancin' wi' fellers,
An' people were beginnin' to talk.
They 'ad a king called Alfred
'Oo once burnt all 'is wife's bread,
An' things that she said at the time
Fair blew 'is crown from 'is 'ead.
Now t'Vikin' king .. . Guthrum by name,
'Avin' nowt better to do
Said "Let's take afternoon off
To visit England an' see wot's new".
Off they went in their 'orn rimmed 'ats
To England, usin' the ferry,
An' thinkin' of plunderin' an' pillagin',
Very soon began to get merry.
Now t'feller 'oo were runnin' t'boat
Were new to t'job that day,
An' wot wi' drinkin' an' carryin' on
Weren't long in losin' 'is way.
'E didn't say owt to king Guthrum,
'Oo just then 'appened to be kippin' in bed,
An' instead of landin' in Yorkshire
Landed in Wessex instead.
'This place don't look like Yorkshire"
Said Guthrum, "I'm certain of that.
I can't see fellers wearin' flat caps,
Singin' 'On Ilkley Moor Baht 'at".
King Alfred saw t'Vikin's comin'"Get
yourself dolled up lass" 'e said to 'iswife,
"These fellers are callin' for thee"
And rubbed 'is 'ands with glee.

King Guthrum 'oo'd first choice of women
Took one look at Alfred's wife
An' decided 'e'd be better off lootin'
An' that cut 'er like a knife.
'"Old on", said King Alfred,
Annoyed at Guthrum's choice,
"Wot's the idea of ignorin' me wife?"
To which 'is wife added 'er voice.
"Fancy ignorin' a lady" she said,
"You're no gent, it's plain to see".
"Yer right there luv", laughed Guthrum.
"I've thrown better women in t'sea".
On 'earin' these words rudely spoken
Alfie's wife started to scream.
"Why don't you do summat" she yelled to
Alf
"After all, I am thy Queen".
'Poor Alfred were a bit nonplussed,
'E 'adn't expected this rebuff.
'E didn't mind t'Vikin's collectin' 'is wife,
An' to 'im that were enough.
'Now 'ere they were pillagin' an' lootin',
Pinchin' everything but 'is spouse,
An' before 'e could do owt about it
Old Guthrum 'ad burnt down 'is 'ouse.
Alfred got really mad at this
An' shouted to t'peasant an' churls,
"Let's 'ave this lot back in t'sea
Before they get round to young girls".
Then t'battle started in earnest,
With King Alfred leadin' 'is men,
'E soon sent old Guthrum packin'
An' 'e never came back again.
So if a feller starts chasin' yer wife,
Think 'ard before yer start shootin'
It might be wiser to let 'er go,
It's better than pillagin' an' lootin'.
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The final act at Rookery Gardens
Within the Conservation area of the town between Trinity Road and Chapel Street, Marlow,
is an open area of grass with some impressive trees. Many years ago on the site was a large
house called The Rookery, but this was demolished in 1964 and the area is now a green oasis
in the town. Marlow Archaeological society was granted permission to investigate.
Peter Borrows writes “The Rookery project, which was funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund,
was concluded on Saturday 12th September 2015 with the unveiling of two information
boards in Rookery Gardens. Alistair Worrell, whose father was the Head Gardener at The
Rookery and who lived there as a child, performed the ceremony. One board describes the
history of what is now the park, since its purchase in the 1770s to create an estate. The
second, focuses on the site of the house. We now know that it was built on the site of the
1770s farmhouse and an earlier building dating from the 1670s and for which no records
have been traced...yet”. The information boards were installed by Wycombe District Council.
Below is one of the information boards. They provide a legacy of our project and bring to life
what is once more hidden beneath the park turf.
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A Game of Hide and Seek
or
Find the Gloriana
and its flotilla .
Photo by Doug Courtney

Quite a few members of MAS independently played this game on Saturday 13 June 2015 - to
witness the Royal Barge, Glorianna, and the accompanying flotilla as it rowed along the River
Thames towards Runnymede to celebrate the 800th anniversary of the signing of Magna
Carta. This article is a compilation of a few of their experiences………..
Doug Courtney traced the Royal Barge’s progress on the website and thought it would be a
good idea to join the throng by the river somewhere between Boulters Lock and Maidenhead
Bridge. So he and his wife “went in search of the Glorianna, to find a space where the crowd
was not too deep. A few minutes passed, and the barge - an impressive sight - brightly
coloured with uniformly clad rowers propelling her at a sedate rate downstream. However,
there was no flotilla in sight - just half a dozen craft, a kayak or two, and nothing very exciting!
We waited for a few minutes, but no more boats came into view. Thinking that the flotilla may
have overtaken Gloriana, we decided to drive to Bray to see if we could catch sight of them
there but no luck there. We heard later that it had indeed already gone by Bray, and, without
rowers, was on its way under its own power to the Monkey Island Hotel for its overnight stay
before sailing on to Runnymede the following day”.
After over an hour sitting in St James Church Yard, Marlow, Ray and Anne Spencer were
observing various boats in the flotilla meandering past when a crew member kindly informed
the assembled public that the Glorianna was long gone ahead of the time schedule. So the
chase began and eventually ended up at Cookham Lock where they were rewarded with a
close up view of the Glorianna and its passengers in the lock along with some of its
accompanying flotilla.
Joy Blake writes “I did see the Glorianna that day – with many other people - I watched it from
Cock Marsh Meadow, Cookham. It was quite a sight especially when the oarsmen all raised
their oars in a salute “ ►►
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Tossing Oars is a long establish Royal Navy Salute

Copied from the Boy's Manual Of Seamanship And Gunnery Instructions For Boats' Crews for the Training Service

According to long standing Royal Navy traditions the action is preceded by the warning
“Prepare To Toss Oars” followed by the command to “TOSS OARS”. At which point the oars
are grasped and swiftly brought to the vertical, blades trimmed fore and aft. The handle of
each oar is to be between the feet of the oarsman on the floorboards, the outboard hand
holding the loom at chin level, and the inboard hand holding at thigh level. This position may
be assumed directly from taking up the oars where they lie on the thwarts, or firstly giving the
command “Ship Your Oars” should they be in the water..

Proud to support Marlow Archaeology Society.
From alterations to existing homes and bespoke new builds
Contact Julian Galliven 707803 903 244 John Galliven 07803 903 285
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The Lost City of Trellech
1 – 9 August, 2015
Written by Doug Courtney and ‘hacked’ with apologies to Doug by the Editor.
Editor.
Tintern Abbey interior.

Having failed to book a place at Vindolanda, three friends and I had
decided to try this dig in South Wales. We had booked rooms about
ten miles away. David (DV) and I arrived on Saturday, early afternoon, booked in and headed off to visit Tintern Abbey, which is conveniently on route to the excavation site. Then on to Trellech. It was a
small site (it would fit into a couple of tennis courts), nestling in a
much larger field, with a series of humps and bumps indicating that
there is more to be uncovered. We introduced ourselves to Stuart
Wilson, the site Director, who introduced to the management teammainly Dutch Archaeology graduates We then headed back to our
hotel to meet the third member of our party., Chris. On arrival back at
the hotel we received the news that our fourth companion had
twisted his back, and would not be able to join us.

An artists impression of the Manor
House

Sunday 1 August: When Stuart arrived he gave us a full
description of the site’s history and a tour of the excavation
area. The site is just one building along what used to be a main
thoroughfare in the medieval town – it is thought to be the
Manor House, and if the interpretation is correct, it is certainly
a high-status building. Potential for excavation is very
extensive, on both sides of the road, but only the current field
is owned by Stuart, and there looks to be enough there to keep
him going for some years.

Chris, DV and I were allocated the prime spot in the kitchen
area. Our task was to clear the loose rocks, and then take the
level down to see what was exposed below. We were to leave
any larger rocks in situ – a bit of a challenge, when most of it
could be interpreted as ‘tumble’, which was sitting on earth!
The top layer was sun-baked clay – very hard to get through,
underlaid by a mixture of gravel and iron-slag and finally a
coarse sand. There was no sign of mortar anywhere, indicating
that the construction was of dry stone walls, with a slate roof.
Finds were sparse: just a few small pieces of pot, and
substantial amounts of iron-slag, which is used widely in the
area for road-building and floors, and some roof slates. Useful
Northeast corner of trench
half way through Day 1.
dating finds were the pot-sherds, particularly of Monnow Valley
ware which dates to the 12th century. Just to the east of my
area a series of three post-holes and a hearth were discovered, and all were painstakingly halfsectioned and recorded, by two students from Cardiff University. At the end of the day, the
trench was photographed, and tomorrow we continue in the same area.
Monday 2 August: Two more post-holes appeared forming a rough arc near the north wall. One
showed burning to the bottom of the hole, giving rise to many suggestions as to what had been
happening there. Some pieces of green-glazed pottery were uncovered which were given to the
finds recorder for identification. → →
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Wednesday 3 August: It rained at lunchtime, but no time was lost. We continued stripping down
more of the kitchen area, with few finds: a small piece of rusty iron (nail?), some glazed pot and
some patches of burning. Stuart arrived late afternoon, and expressed his satisfaction at the
quality of the work in the trench, and asked for our interpretation of what had been revealed.
Thursday 4 August: The entire east side of the kitchen was taken
down further, revealing an area of large stones seemingly
deliberately laid in one corner, some underlying the lower wall
construction. 360Production film unit turned up, and spent all
day wandering about the site. It is understood that Trellech will
feature in a future series of ‘Digging for Britain’.
Friday 5 August: Friday is a day off for the site staff, and diggers,
although we hadn’t been advised until yesterday late afternoon,
and decided that we would turn up ready to work. We were
given a quick briefing, tour of the ‘small finds log-book’, the
The Kitchen
photograph record book, and how to set up the photos with
information board and scale. Then we were left alone, with one of the Cardiff students for most
of the day. After lunch Stuart and a couple of the Dutch team arrived, and expressed pleasure at
the work that had been done, discussed with us how we should continue, and asked for opinions
on interpretation.
Saturday 6 August (Last digging day): I was moved to a new part of the trench, and asked to
uncover a row of stones that emerged from a higher level. Were they tumble or part of a feature?
Did they abut the wall or go under it? We were joined by a young first-time volunteer, who was to
be guided by DV, uncovering another rocky outcrop, and I was joined by a UCL student doing her
third day’s digging in as many years. Again we had to penetrate the hard clay surface, iron-slag
and then sand, but thankfully over a small area, about 1.8m x 0.5m. By late- afternoon the stones
were uncovered (they did go under the wall), and formed part of a straight feature, which may
have been a drain. But next week’s diggers will maybe be able to work that out.
Trellech is an interesting and enigmatic site. We all felt that although we had reached a floor-level
in the kitchen, there was probably a lower level still. The courtyard has only been half excavated,
and to continue there would reveal whether or not that feature was a drain. There is a large
conglomerate slab in the middle of the kitchen that will need a crane to move it. There were many
guesses as to its purpose. Some of the stones in the lower wall seemed to be a on a different
alignment – another clue to an earlier structure.
Do we return? Probably yes – if we can’t get into Vindolanda……..
Sunday 9 August: A morning visit to Caerleon to view the baths and amphitheatre (The museum
doesn’t open until 2.00pm on Sundays), and then to Caerwent to follow the archaeology trail
around the village, before returning to Chepstow for a splendid roast dinner, followed by a visit to
Chepstow Castle, and then home.

Doug Courtney.
Much more information is available on the following
website:
http://www.lostcityoftrellech.co.uk/index.html

A small part of Chepstow Castle
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A foot note - Rookery Gardens
Pam Knight forwarded me [the Editor] lots of interesting photos from Alastair Worrell of The
Rookery Gardens as they were - note the open countryside in the background. If you are
interested in viewing more of these please do contact her and she will forward them to you -
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The next edition will hopefully be out in the Spring of 2016. So please do let
me have your contributions any time between now and then – I have a next
edition file! What do you, the members, want Times Past to cover? Comments as
to the contents, be they adverse or whatever, are always welcome.
And finally - a little early – Christmas Greeting.
Anne Spencer – Editor of Times Past
Fitzroy House
21 St Peter Street
Marlow
SL7 1NQ
01628487790
annerayspencer@googlemail.com
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